Looks familiar?
70% of the world's population will live in cities by 2050.

Cities are expanding pedestrian zones.
By 2030 the EU demands a reduction of 50% of CO2 emissions in cities.

45% of the goods are responsible for 80% of the trips in the cities.
More than 50% of city deliveries can be done by bike. Of those goods can be consolidated 65%.
Each day

+500 000

parcels are delivered in the BeNeLux city centers

+150 000

deliveries are still missed every day in BeNeLux cities
42% Of online consumers are sending back their goods.

Last mile costs vary between 13% - 75% of the total logistic cost.
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Sustainable cities

“The battle for sustainable development will be won or lost in cities”

Ban Ki-moon (2012)
Solutions

- Crowd shipping
- Drones & self-driving vehicles
- Small eco vehicles

Mission

*Delivering happiness into the urban future*
Logistic solution

We receive the goods from different clients at the outskirt of the city

We consolidate the goods before we sort them in different trips and vehicles with our IT system

The goods are delivered in time slots to optimise successful first deliveries and signed on smartphones
First and last-mile deliveries in city centers.

Bubble Post takes care of chilled and dry goods with small, fast and green vehicles.

Vehicles fit for cities
Vehicle innovation

Vehicle innovation
Ice cold trike!
Vehicle innovation
Stint!
IT & Software solution

Specific for last mile needs
Optimisation of routes & live communication

About us
2013
Bubble Post

August 2013
27% Bubble Citizens in Belgium
“Bubble Post is everything I want in a partner. Innovative, client oriented and eco-friendly. Very, very happy to work with them.”

- Anders Asarby, Smartmat

First attempt optimisation

✓ Current first attempt rate: 97.2%
✓ SMS or mail notification 2h before delivery
✓ Time slots of 30min
✓ Deliveries after 5 p.m. en Saturdays
✓ On-demand deliveries
Live track and trace with ETA

Choose
• an address
• a date
• a timeslot

62%

Nespresso’s company image increase towards customers
201 ton CO₂ saved

426 flights Paris - NY

thanks to hundred fit Bubble Heroes...

Future
Let’s keep talking!

Felix Vanvuchelen
International Business Development
felix@bubblepost.be